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++ List of Current Event Prayer Points:  
For the Lord to neutralize and destroy the coronavirus worldwide. 
For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun 
confiscation situation developing in Virginia and other parts of the USA, Against 
all the UN troops already in America and  coming here, Against the coming 
created Ebola pandemic caused by the GMO Ebola vaccines and all the infected 
Congolese migrants on US soil, For Gods intervention regarding all the weather 
warfare to destroy crop yields for 2020, For Gods intervention with the CA 
wildfires & Directed Energy Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding 
this to be destroyed, For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians 
worldwide (especially the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) 
Worldwide, Against Project Pogo & Project Zyphr that would result in the 
"extermination" of tens of millions of awake Americans, That President Trump 
Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law, Against All Planned 
Pandemics Plagues, Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito 
Populations, Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates, Against The Illegal 
Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up through the US southern 
border & already on America Soil, Against the 5G & 6G Rollout & the 42,000 
Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire 
Earth—2020 is when this really gets cranked up, For All Christians to wake up 
and spread the gospel and push back against all their freedoms being taken 
away, Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide, Against all the witchcraft 
being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in more evil, death and 
destruction, Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation, against the plans & 



wickedness of high level politicians, For President Trump to do the right thing 
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people, Against mandatory 
vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would come out about them, 
for the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to 
receive the truth, Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the 
South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima 
Nuclear Radiation Contamination & Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down 
Worldwide, Against the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide, 
Against Further Vote Rigging, For Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin American, 
Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded in 
America, For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America 
and Canada,  For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle 
colliders worldwide & the eradication of the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The 
eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child Sex 
trafficking networks worldwide, Against LGBTQ movement and against the 
normalization of all child molestation and sexualization of teens, children & 
babies, For the protection of all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in 
all evil networks, For the eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality 
pornography and snuff film sources and businesses, For the Supreme Court to 
overturn Roe v. Wade, For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned 
Parenthood centers worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from 
their owners and employees, For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail 
programs, Nexrad Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave 
Accelerators & all DEW’s (Directed Energy Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, 
For the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false flag 
events—Against the wickedness being openly promoted by the Democrat party 
and ALL Democrats running for president—Against the wickedness being 
perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants and the dominant streaming content 
producers—Against  the pop culture rock and rap music industry—Against the 
wicked factions of Modern medicine & the pharmaceutical & vaccine industry—
Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism--Every level of government that has by 
hijacked by wickedness—Against the global banking cartels and the 13 families 
of the Illuminati—Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public 
schools. ++Add to your personal prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, neutralize, 
destroy and purge any and all nanobots, nanoparticles, nanotech, microchips or 
implants in or on our bodies, and to destroy and purge any and all wicked 
bacteria, viruses, candida and parasites in or on our bodies and to deactivate, 
neutralize, destroy and purge any other wicked things the globalist elite have 
gotten into our bodies.  

 
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald 
Reagan: 



 
 

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them 
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me. 
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth 
violence his soul hateth. 
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners. 
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word: 
“Communications”: companionship, communion 

 
Mark of the Beast Bible Verses & Christians Overcoming The Evil Ahead 
Revelation 13:16 & 17: "And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, 
free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: and that 
no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or 
the number of his name" 
Rev 14:11 And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever: and 
they have no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and his image, and 
whosoever receiveth the mark of his name. 

https://www.blueletterbible.org/kjv/rev/14/11/s_1181011


Rev 16:2 And the first went, and poured out his vial upon the earth; and there fell 
a noisome and grievous sore upon the men which had the mark of the beast, and 
upon them which worshipped his image. 
Rev 19:20 And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet that wrought 
miracles before him, with which he deceived them that had received the mark of 
the beast, and them that worshipped his image. These both were cast alive into a 
lake of fire burning with brimstone. 
Revelation 20:14:  "And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the 
second death."  
Revelation 2:11:  "He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the 
churches; He that overcometh shall not be hurt of the second death.  
Revelation 21:8:  "But the fearful (Matthew 8:26; Mark 4:40; in Revelation 21:8 of 
Christians who through cowardice give way under persecutions and apostatize), 
and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and 
sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which 
burneth with fire and brimstone: which is the second death."  
Revelation 3:21:  "To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my throne, 
even as I also overcame, and am set down with my Father in his throne.   
Revelation 2:26:  "And he that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the end, 
to him will I give power over the nations:"   
Revelation 12:11:  "And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the 
word of their testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the death.  
I John 5:1-5:  "Whosoever believeth that Jesus is the Christ is born of God: and 
every one that loveth him that begat loveth him also that is begotten of him. By 
this we know that we love the children of God, when we love God, and keep his 
commandments. For this is the love of God, that we keep his commandments: 
and his commandments are not grievous. For whatsoever is born of God 
overcometh the world: and this is the victory that overcometh the world.  Who is 
he that overcometh the world, but he that believeth that Jesus is the Son of God?   
Matthew 7:12: (The Golden Rule)  "Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that 
men should do to you, do ye even so to them: for this is the law and the prophets.  
Matthew 22:36-40:  "Master, which is the great commandment in the law? Jesus 
said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy 
soul, and with all thy mind. This is the first and great commandment. And the 
second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. On these two 
commandments hang all the law and the prophets."  
Mat 23:11   But he that is greatest among you shall be your servant.  
I John 3:23-24:  "And this is his commandment, That we should believe on the 
name of his Son Jesus Christ, and love one another, as he gave us 
commandment. And he that keepeth his commandments dwelleth in him, and he 
in him. And hereby we know that he abideth in us, by the Spirit which he hath 
given us."  
Zep 2:1-3:  "Gather yourselves together, yea, gather together, O nation not 
desired;  Before the decree bring forth, before the day pass as the chaff, before 
the fierce anger of the LORD come upon you, before the day of the LORD'S anger 
come upon you. Seek ye the LORD, all ye meek of the earth, which have wrought 
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his judgment; seek righteousness, seek meekness: it may be ye shall be hid in 
the day of the LORD'S anger."  
Isaiah 66:2:…saith the LORD: but to this man will I look, even to him that is poor 
and of a contrite spirit, and trembleth at my word.  
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings:  
Overcoming,Protection,Meekness,Answered Prayer, Faith, Fear of the Lord-Part 1  
By Dr. Scott Johnson | December 23, 2007 
Overcoming,Protection,Meekness,Answered Prayer, Faith, Fear of the Lord-Part 2  

 
The 2009 TV Series "V" Predicted Bill Gates' Forced Inoculation Depopulation 
Plan 
Scenes from the 2 season reboot of the TV series V show eerily similar parallels 
to the NEW medically induced tyranny that is ongoing with the COVID-19 
Plannedemic 
Play to 7:34: https://banned.video/watch?id=5ea09002fc74090055ff2748  

 
The Mark of the Beast, Vaccines and Bill & Melinda Gates 
Play to 15:38: http://rss.infowars.com/20200420_Mon_Alex.mp3  

 
Scott Johnson’s Reports on Funvax 
End Time Current Events–4-24-16 – Part 1  
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 Pentagon Eugenics Alter DNA breed out Religious impulses via FunVax 
Vaccinations & Aerosol Spraying!–Video 

 
Hurdling Toward the “Mark of the Beast”: ID, Wallet, Keys All In Your Hand: 
Sweden Moves Into The Future With Microchipping 
Play: https://youtu.be/Ksw-arKvMPk  

 
+2+ Bill Gates and Intellectual Ventures Funds Microchip Implant Vaccine 
Technology 
Tuesday, April 14th 2020 at 5:30 am 
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has donated more than $21 million 
towards developing a vaccine technology that uses a tattoo-like mechanism 
which injects invisible nanoparticles under the skin that is now being tested in a 

vaccine against the virus that causes COVID-19. 
The microneedle technology is also being wed to 
injectable technology, funded by the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation, which embeds under 
the skin a vaccination record visible by near 
infrared light that can be read by smartphone 
technology. 
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is funding 
the technologies with aims to enable them in 

“house-to-house” vaccine campaigns undertaken by people with “minimal 
training.” 
Researchers from the University of Pittsburgh reported in their study published 
April 1 in EBiomedicine, a Lancet Journal, that their microneedle patch vaccine 
against the SARS CoV-2 virus that causes COVID-19  “prompted robust antibody 
production in the mice within two weeks.” 
The patches resemble a spiky piece of Velcro, with hundreds of tiny microneedles 
made of sugar. The needles prick just into the skin and quickly dissolve, 
releasing the vaccine into the tiny abrasions and inducing a potent immune cell 
response despite the minute amount of the vaccine material – far more potent 
than an intramuscular injection. 
https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/bill-gates-and-intellectual-ventures-funds-
microchip-implant-vaccine-technology1  

The Quantum Tattoo and a Digital Scanable Vaccine--Care of Bill Gates 
By Anita Hoge|April 18th, 2020--Our country is in an economic tailspin and it’s time to 
share some insights with the happenings of the day. There’s a huge push for identity 
certificates that prove you’re immune to the CoVid-19 virus to be able to return to 

work. As of Fri, April 9, 2020, Dr. Fauci states 
that Coronavirus immunity cards are being 
discussed by the Whitehouse. 
Testing….More testing on everyone? So will 
we accept antibody testing for immunity to 
receive freedom passports to go back to 
work, play, go to school, go to the grocery 
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store, etc.? Are we so brainwashed that the United States will have a herd 
mentality for herd immunity? 
Antibody Based Freedom-Immunity Certificates are a reminder that Bill Gates had 
a pandemic exercise in October of 2019 called Event 201 that has now become an 
Echo Chamber. So what is the “new normal” of not spreading the disease to 
other people; well Bill Gates is pushing vaccinations and also “contact tracing” (a 
process in which those within close contact with an infected person are closely 
monitored) can be done, in order to maintain necessary quarantines. 
So will the flu vaccine have a tracking and scannable tattoo and code called a 
Quantum Tattoo? Will immunizations serve as a platform for digital identity? Will 
there be “forced vaccinations” or will you be “forced to shelter at home” if you 
refuse? [Link] 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation propose quantum dot digital tattoo implant to 
track CoVid-19 vaccine: 
“By selectively loading microparticles into microneedles, the patches deliver a 
pattern in the skin that is invisible to the naked eye but can be scanned with a 
smartphone that has the infrared filter removed. The patch can be customized to 
imprint different patterns that correspond to the type of vaccine delivered. Tests 
using human cadaver skin showed that the quantum dot patterns could be 

detected by smartphone 
cameras after five years of 
simulated sun exposure.” 
[LINK] 
Headlines read:  
UK plans Coronavirus 
immunity passports 
Germany proposes immunity 
passports that could speed 
up return to work 
Tennessee the first to 
propose an immunity 
certificate: Talk of these 
special passports surfaced in 
American politics last week 

when House Democratic Caucus Chairman Mike Stewart called on Tennessee Gov. Bill 
Lee to implement an “Immunity Certificate” for first responders and healthcare 
professionals. 
April 8, The Hill’s Morning Report – Article Presented by Facebook – Americans with 
COVID-19 immunity may lead US back to work 
“On Tuesday, Cuomo put out an all-call to companies that can manufacture tens of 
millions of reliable antibody tests for his region, noting that he’s coordinating with the 
governors of New Jersey and Connecticut to plan for the eventual return of millions of 
workers to the Big Apple.” 
Pittsburgh, PA, UPMC has developed a CoVid-19 vaccine: Is it a digital, trackable 
vaccine? 
Biometric immunity markers to be allowed to work…who would have thought? 
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Will Americans say NO!   #AmericaWillPushback 

 
Bill Gates Backs $1 Billion Plan to Cover Earth in ‘Big Brother’ ‘Live and 
Unfiltered’ Satellite Surveillance 
HAFApril 13, 2020--Microsoft’s Bill Gates is backing a start-up that will provide 
‘live and unfiltered’ high definition footage of every inch of Earth. The startup, 
EarthNow, plans to launch 500 satellites to cover Earth’s atmosphere in ‘Big 
Brother’ real-time video surveillance. 
As well as Gates, SoftBank CEO Masayoshi Son and aerospace giant Airbus are 
also backing the project. 
It plans to use an army of orbiting satellites will weigh around 500 pounds each 
that will have their cameras trained on Earth 24 hours a day. 
It will onboard analysis of the imagery, though to what extent isn’t clear. 
Source: DailyMail.co.uk (excerpt) 

 
The association between covid-19 cases/deaths and 5G in the United States? 
April 22, 2020--People are questioning whether there is a relationship between the 
rollout of 5G and the number and severity of covid-19 cases in various countries. 
 Claims have been made that the highest number of deaths attributed to covid-19 are in 
those places that deployed 5G during the past 2 years.  So I decided to look into the 
matter but found it difficult to get accurate and consistent data about 5G globally so I 
decided to narrow my range to the United States. 
I eventually found which U.S. cities had 5G coverage as of April 21, 2020 and 
compared those locations to covid-19 statistics for April 22, 2020. 
In the U.S. there were four major telecom providers (Sprint, T-Mobile, Verizon and 
AT&T) until Sprint and T-Mobile merged.  They use different frequencies and 
currently coverage is patchy at best (Comment: Unlike Wuhan China the first 5G 
Total Testbed City on Earth where the Covid-19 was by far its worst). 
5G consists of three frequency bands that can be labeled sub 1 GHz (i.e. below 1 
GHz); sub 6 GHz and then much higher frequencies called mmwaves.  The 
Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has yet to auction the mmwave part 
of the electromagnetic spectrum and so the highest frequencies to which people 
are exposed to currently are sub 6 GHz. 
NOTE:  5G and 5 GHz are not the same.  5 GHz refers to a specific frequency (5 
billion cycles per second) and 5G refers to a specific technology that relies on 
multiple frequencies. 
Currently there are 58 cities in 32 states that have some form of 5G.  Some states have 
only 1 provider while others have as many as four (if we consider Sprint and T-Mobile 
separately, for the time being).  The number of cities with 5G within each state also 
varies with California having the most cities (nine) with 5G. 
I compared the average number of cases, deaths, and tests for covid-19 (per 
million population) in states with and without 5G and this is what I found (Table 
1).  Note:  The data are standardized for population, which enables us to compare 
states with smaller and larger populations. 
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Thankfully the average (mean) 
number of covid-19 tests per 1 
million people is similar for the 
state populations that have 5G, 
to those that don’t have 5G.  
Covid-19 cases per million are 
95% higher and covid-19 
deaths per million are 126% 
higher in states with 5G.   
So how could exposure to 5G 
frequencies in the sub 6 GHz 

frequency band affect the number of cases and the number of deaths attributed 
to a virus? 
The current radio frequency guidelines in the U.S. do not protect public health.  They 
are based on a heating effect for short-term exposure.  If you live within 400m of a 
cell phone base station you have a greater risk of developing cancer and a 
greater risk of neurohormonal dysregulation and this is based on similar 
frequencies currently emitted by 5G antennas.  Numerous scientific studies 
document impaired immune function, which could make individuals more 
susceptible to viral and bacterial infections.  Covid-19 had a great impact on the 
elderly as they often have suboptimal immune function.  Sage and Kerst (March 
27, 2020) provide a list of more than 20 studies documenting a “disrupted 
immune function from exposure to low-intensity non-ionizing radiation 
(radiofrequency radiation).”  This disruption occurs at levels well below the FCC 
guidelines. 
Scientists have been signing petitions and appeals to place a moratorium on the 
deployment of 5G and to establish safer RFR guidelines that truly protect public 
health.  But no one is listening.  People in positions of power think they can 
ignore the science and the scientists and eventually we will just go away.  
Unfortunately it doesn’t work like that.  You can’t break a natural law … you just 
end up paying the price for your actions.  In this case, what this means is 
increased chronic illness among young and old alike and a greater susceptibility 
to biological vectors from bacteria, to viruses, to molds and parasites.  The body 
has a harder time healing when it is constantly bombarded by radio frequency 
radiation (RFR). 
Also, with 5G, numerous “small cell” antennas will be placed on lamp poles and 
traffic lights and power lines near people’s homes and hence they are likely to be 
exposed to even more radiation.  This is one reason why honest scientists are so 
concerned. 
https://magdahavas.com/is-there-an-association-between-covid-19-cases-deaths-and-
5g-in-the-united-states  

 
From: Mike  
Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 
Subject: A 5G map superimposed 
over a Covid-19 case map 

https://magdahavas.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Sage-2020.-Final-Published-Studies-Reporting-Disrupted-Immune-Function-from-Low-Intensity-Exposure-to-Radiofrequency-Radiation.pdf
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https://magdahavas.com/is-there-an-association-between-covid-19-cases-deaths-and-5g-in-the-united-states
https://magdahavas.com/is-there-an-association-between-covid-19-cases-deaths-and-5g-in-the-united-states


Also, here's a screen shot of Guayaquil, EC. Doesn't look like 5G but covered with 
4G+ which it seems is 4.5G. 
Here’s a 2 min video I just recorded with a 5G map superimposed over a 
coronavirus case map. Using the transparency feature you can see how 5G and 
4G plus seem to correlate with the highest case counts and how in areas of the 
country where there is little coverage, there’s very few case counts. Of course 
that could also have to do with the population density but very interesting data 
nonetheless especially with the other data and studies that have linked 5G to ill 
health effects.  
https://www.brighteon.com/71f985dc-d7d1-4769-b483-59d54fbc9ff4 
Related: 5G in Ecuador roll out in Quito and Guayaquil in 2019 

 
No coincidence--The Chinese population 
of Wuhan were all given RNA vaccines last 
summer to react with the Covid-19 
bioengineered weapon and the 20,000 5G 
base stations that were installed there by 
the end of the 2019--right when the 
outbreak first occurred there! 
Related:  
MSM “War Games”: Tons Of Studies 
Suggest 5G Causes Adverse Effects In 
Humans, Animals And Insects 

 
FCC Chair Commits to Enhancing WiFi/5G 
During Pandemic Despite Warnings From 
Experts 
Friday, April 10, 2020--By B.N. Frank 
ActivistPost.com--The Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) will 
use any excuse to promote, force, and 
speed up 5G deployment (see 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6) despite warnings from a growing list of 

highly respected sources regarding more than severe biological and 
environmental health risks (see 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 
From the Ohio Star: 
Federal Communications Commissioner Ajit Pai announced Wednesday a plan to 
dramatically increase the United States’ wireless internet speeds to help pave the 
road to the kind of technology Americans can rely on to better cope with another 
coronavirus outbreak. 
Pai proposed a plan to make 1,200 MHz of spectrum available for unlicensed use 
across the country as Americans become reliant on remote connectivity to slow 
the spread of COVID-19. Such a move could allow the so-called Internet of Things 
to pick up speed, connecting all devices to wireless internet. 
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Tell Your Municipality to Pass an Emergency Ordinance to Stop Deployment of 
5G During Quarantine 
Since the beginning of the Quarantine, we have been receiving an overwhelming 
number of reports from concerned citizens and parents who have been 
witnessing the aggressive expansion of cellular antenna installations in 
communities across the country. The vast majority of this activity is occurring 
without the knowledge or consent of our citizens and is without local government 
oversight, application approval, public noticing, community participation, 
environmental review, and most importantly, transparency. Clearly, the telecom 
companies are using the COVID-19 emergency as cover to expand and cement 
their rapid and virtually unsupervised deployment of harmful wireless 
infrastructure and to advance their agenda. To stop this activity and as part of our 
promise to be pro-active and solutions-oriented with our efforts, the Children’s 
Health Defense legal team came up with a legal solution. 
Following the Homeland Security and the FCC orders, local authorities have 
emergency powers to place a moratorium on non-essential activity, including to 
pause all pending wireless zoning and right-of-way applications and to shut down 
new wireless construction.  
Use our click-to-action system to easily send the letter below to your municipality 
by filling out the following form. Then follow up with your Mayor, City Council, 
and City Manager to encourage them to adopt this emergency measure. Also 
encourage others you know to take similar action as well. 
Send This Letter to Your Municipality: 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/tell-your-municipality-to-pass-an-
emergency-ordinance-to-stop-deployment-of-5g-during-quarantine/  

 
The Strange Reported Symptoms Of 
Coronavirus Infection Like ‘Fizzing’ And 
“Electric Shocks’ Are Making The 5G 
Conspiracy Theories Sound Credible 
by Geoffrey Grider April 11, 2020  
NOW THE END BEGINS SHARE: 
Add this to the growing list of 
the coronavirus‘ awful toll on victims: a 
symptom that produces a strange fizzing 

and buzzing sensation throughout their body. Could it be connected to 5G? 
As the COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic continues to rage across the globe, one 
thing is rapidly becoming clearer. Whatever this thing really is, whatever its true 
origins, it is not just deadly but it’s perhaps the strangest illness we have ever 
seen, and getting stranger by the day. Fizzing, electric sensations, heart attacks, 
and a drowning sensation are only a few of the extremely unorthodox 
manifestations of COVID-19. So much so that it presents less like a virus and 
more like radiation poisoning you would get from 5G or a Directed Energy 
Weapon. 
Tarana Burke, known as the founder of the #MeToo movement, shared that her 
partner had the illness and had a burning feeling on his skin that was so severe, 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/tell-your-municipality-to-pass-an-emergency-ordinance-to-stop-deployment-of-5g-during-quarantine/
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“his skin felt like it was burning. Even when he barely had a fever of 99+ we 
literally used aloe gel for sunburn to soothe it,” she wrote on Twitter. “The NP 
later told us she had heard others say that too.” 
READ MORE 

 
Study proves that coronavirus vaccine would never work; might actually create 
MORE new viruses through recombination in human hosts 
NaturalNews.com Friday, April 24, 2020--Bill Gates, Andrew Cuomo, and others are 
calling for mass vaccinations against the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19), even 
though a vaccine for the novel virus doesn’t yet exist, as a condition for release 
from lockdown. But a 2015 study reveals that any vaccine for the Wuhan 
coronavirus (COVID-19) would actually create more viruses inside people’s 
bodies, making the situation worse than it already is. 
An honest perusal of this study will more than likely lead you to one conclusion: That 
there’s never actually going to be a vaccine released for the Wuhan coronavirus 
(COVID-19) because making a truly effective one would never work. Of course, 
one could still be released that’s claimed to be effective, but any genuine look at 
it by regulators would surely reveal that it’s bogus, resulting in its rejection. 
What this all means for the release of Americans from lockdown remains to be seen, 
and certainly doesn’t look promising. But the more we can get the following 
information out to the general public, the better our chances of blowing the lid on 
the vaccine charade that’s now quite literally keeping people as prisoners inside 
their own homes. 
If you read through this paper, which was actually published in a journal called 
Coronaviruses, you’ll notice that one of the stated requirements for an effective 
coronavirus vaccine is to make it live attenuated, meaning it would have to 
contain live, yet weakened, bits of the actual virus. As you may recall, they 
already tried this with the so-called swine flu vaccine, which caused horrific side 
effects in those who received it. 
Seasonal flu vaccines are also generally live attenuated, which explains why so 
many of the people who receive them end up still getting sick from the flu. 
Whenever you’re dealing with live viruses, weakened or otherwise, in other 
words, you’re playing with fire, which is exactly what the coronavirus vaccine 
mafia is doing under the threat of indefinite containment of Americans under 
government-imposed house arrest. 
What you really need to know about live attenuated viruses is that they have the 
potential to recombine in human hosts, meaning they can create more novel 
viruses. This is a serious problem because it means that a coronavirus vaccine 
could spread new coronaviruses, sparking more outbreaks and possible 
pandemics. 
It’s worth noting that developing a vaccine for coronavirus was already tried with 
the SARS variety. According to this study, multiple vaccines for SARS were, in 
fact developed, but none of them were ever approved because of the serious 
risks involved. 
“These vaccines include recombinant attenuated viruses, live virus vectors, or 
individual viral proteins expressed from DNA plasmids,” the study reads, noting 

https://twitter.com/TaranaBurke/status/1248255562237739010?s=20
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that live attenuated vaccines “would be the most efficacious in targeting 
coronaviruses.” 
The problem, once again, is that recombination threatens to make an already bad 
situation even worse by “rendering the vaccine useless and potentially 
increasing the evolution and diversity of the virus in the wild.” Such vaccines, 
because of the ingredients they contain, can also “enhance disease,” the study 
reveals. 

 
In the UK Posting anti-vaccine propaganda on social media could become 
criminal offence, Law Commissioner says & What the Cancer Industry Does not 
Want you to know about Chemotherapy and Radiation!!! 
By Mike Wright, Social Media Correspondent 1 February 2020 
Posting anti-vaccine propaganda on social media could become a criminal 
offence - even if those promoting it believe what they are posting, the UK’s new 

criminal Law Commissioner has 
said. 
In her first interview since taking up 
the role, Penney Lewis, revealed 
she is considering whether laws 
should be amended to “lower the 
threshold” of criminality for posting 
false information online that 
endangers lives.  
It comes as the Health Secretary 
Matt Hancock said in September he 
was “looking very seriously” at 
making vaccinations compulsory 
for state school pupils after the UK 
lost its official measles-free country 
status due to a steady fall in MMR 
immunization rates (Comment: Total 
Lies!!! The MMR vaccine is what 
causes the measles outbreaks and 
measles has an infinitesimal death 

rate!!!!!!. 
She cited anti-vaccination posts and people advocating cancer patients that treat 
themselves with things like apricot extract laetrile, instead of chemotherapy as 
areas where lives could be endangered. 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/02/01/posting-anti-vaccine-propaganda-social-
media-could-become-criminal/  

 
YouTube CEO: ‘Anything That 
Goes Against W.H.O. Is A 
Violation of YouTube Policies’ 
Infowars.com - April 20, 2020 
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Image Credits: @ReliableSources/Twitter. 
YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki says that any videos that go against the almighty 
wisdom of the World Health Organization violate YouTube’s policies and are 
subject to deletion. 
In her first interview since the U.S. coronavirus lockdown began, Wojcicki 
discussed how the platform has responded to the pandemic by removing 
thousands of videos and redirecting over 10 billion views to corporate media 
outlets. 
Wojcicki explained how censorship is a core focus of YouTube, describing how 
the platform removes content it deems “misinformation,” especially if it 
contradicts the World Health Organization. 
“We also talk about removing information that is problematic,” Wojcicki 
continued. “We’ve had to update our policy numerous times associated with 
COVID-19.” 
“So of course, anything that is medically unsubstantiated, so people saying like, 
‘take vitamin C, take turmeric, like those are/or will cure you.’ Those are the 
examples of things that would be a violation of our policy.”  
https://www.infowars.com/youtube-ceo-anything-that-goes-against-w-h-o-is-a-violation-
of-youtube-policies/  
Mark Zuckerberg: Lockdown Protests Are ‘Misinformation,’ Facebook Will Ban 
Organizers  
Joy Behar Calls Anti-Lockdown Protesters ‘Terrorists’  
Fauci Condemns Infowars Protest; Owen Shroyer Announces Another! 

 
Michigan hospital raided for alternative treatments of coronavirus 
SHELBY TOWNSHIP, Mich. (WXYZ) -- The FBI is conducting a raid at Allure 
Medical in Shelby Township. Police confirm to 7 Action News they are assisting 
the feds with the raid. The FBI confirms the raid is in connection to a 
questionable treatment for coronavirus that was being offered at the center. 
Allure has recently promoted that it is treating COVID-19 patients who aren't 
hospitalized using intravenous vitamin C therapy "with great results." 
In a press release sent out to news stations last week, Allure said that Dr. Charles 
Mok, the founder of Allure Medical, is providing the high-dose intravenous 
vitamin C therapy to all essential workers in Michigan, saying that it is being used 
in hospitals around the country. 
The company has several locations in metro Detroit and around the country. 
https://www.wxyz.com/news/fbi-conducting-raid-at-allure-medical-in-shelby-
township  

Putting America In the Rearview Mirror! When the Cure Is Worse Than the 
Disease  
Saturday, April 25, 2020--No reasonable person is saying the virus is a hoax. However, 
and as has been pointed out, the numbers are greatly exaggerated in ways that have 
been identified in previous articles. The most notable fake science comes from the fact 
that "flu-like symptons" are being added to the CV-19 numbers in order to exacerbate 
the threat and to prolong the threat for as long as possible.  
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It is accurate to state that America has embarked in a three step approach that 
will doom America and end its future.  
It is time to metaphorically to start shooting silver bullets. For anyone who has 
eyes to see, it is crystal clear that the main purpose behind the lockdown is to 
achieve the destruction of the American economy. A collapsed economy 
achieves the globalist goal of bringing America back to the pack.  
It took 2.5 years for the collapse of the American economy, during the Great 
Depression to reach record unemployment levels. America has surpassed the 
economic lows of the Great Depression in less than 60 days. In December of 
2019, there were approximately 110 million workers. Nearly 27 million people have 
applied for unemployment benefits. I know that government is claiming that the 
unemployment rate is 14%, but that number is flawed. That number is based on 
the fact that 157 million Americans are working. And this number represents all 
the people who are employed, even those who might only be working 1 hour per 
week. Subsequently, to get an accurate picture of the unemployment rate, one 
must only look at full-time employees. The unemployment rate is 25% and that 
number will number will double by June.  
Nothing is being shipped, trade is dead. Manufacturing is at a standstill.  
If Fauci has his way, America will be shut down at least for 18 months or until Bill Gates 
decides to unveil his hastily prepared vaccine with unknown ingredients. 
Play to 7:57: DOCTORS & POLITICIANS: “AMERICA, WAKE UP!” 
The lockdown has sucked the life out of America, however, many Americans are 
showing some level of resolve and are beginning to fight back. This even is making 
conspiracy theories the fastest growing cottage industry in America. Some cities are 
opening under pressure brought by the public.  
People are angry because the box stores are given special treatment while not 
following social distance mandates that are being used to keep small businesses 
and churches closed.  
Play: How Shutdowns Will Keep Killing The Economy-Even When They're Over  
The rising tide of anger and populism is amazingly happening without any 
support from Trump. However, this rebound effect was clearly anticipated and the 
globalists are moving to the second phase and that is the use of food as a 
weapon to thwart the rebellion of America. From the globalist perspective, 
America cannot be allowed to begin the rebuilding process. For the New World 
Order to gain control, American morale must be destroyed. Food will soon be 
used as a weapon in order to control the people as the fear of the pandemic is 
losing its grip on the average citizen.  
“If people let government decide what foods they eat and what medicines they 
take, their bodies will soon be in as sorry a state as are the souls of those who 
live under tyranny.”--Thomas Jefferson 
Over the past two years, many thousands of acres in the "breadbasket" have 
been destroyed by extreme weather (do you believe in coincidence?). Normally, 
and in order to cover the deficit, America could import its shortfall of food needs 
from its trading allies. However, global trade is dead and the food cavalry is not 
coming to the rescue.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xxuHUgtLdfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxdYwuifb7M


Nine, count them, as of this past Thursday, nine major meat packing plants have 
closed in the past few days due to Covid-19. Now the number has skyrocketed to 
17. What an amazing coincidence that this is happening all at once. Why aren't 
the employees of Walmart and Costco experiencing similar outbreaks? After all, 
these box stores are not practicing social distancing, but have somehow escaped 
an escalating infection rate, which are alleging shutting down food plants. What 
an amazing piece of coincidental luck. Do I suspect a false flag set of events in 
the meat packing plants? Yes, I do, I am not a good coincidence theorist.  
Within two weeks, pork will be an extreme rarity and the rest of the nation's meat 
supply will soon follow suit. With this set of facts, how can anyone not see that 
this is a planned event, a plandemic if you will? How many more foods are going 
to be following suit. I have previously covered how food reserves across the 
country are emptying out. And as the United Nations stated, we are facing 
famines of "Biblical Proportions" because of the coronavirus.  
From Stalin, to Hitler, to Mao, history is replete with examples of using food as a 
weapon to subjugate the American people. Henry Kissinger's quotes are 
notorious along these lines. 

Play: Social Media Censors as Food 
Shortages Begin 
The control of food is not the end 
game. After the people are under 
control and the economy continues 
to go into free-fall, the military will 

be at extreme risk.  
Prior to WW II, the Germans and Japanese were much more prepared for war than 
the Americans. However, America's industrial might was converted from 
peacetime production to wartime manufacturing in record time. As the lockdown 
continues, every aspect of our economy is collapsing and our military has no 
hope of sustaining a major war effort. Was this predicted back in 2013?  
Some of you may be familiar with the Deagel Report. It used to a warning sign we 
that we simply discussed. However, in the midst of this plandemic, the dire 
predictions are especially noteworthy.  And the overall effect results in the 
destruction of the American military and everything else falls into oblivion as 
well.  
Category                           2013                  Projected 2025                 Net Change 
Per Capita Income          $52,838                    $13,328                          -75% 
GDP                                 $17 trillion              $921 billion                       -94.6% 
Military Budget                 $726 billion            $8 billion                 98.9%(disarmed) 
Population                        316 million             69 million         79% Reduction in Pop. 
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings at: https://www.contendingfortruth.com/?s=Deagel  
As I have covered before, the Deagel Report is a CIA endeavor and is supported 
by many partners from other intelligence agencies.  
What do these projections tell us?  
If all these Satanic plans are implemented as scheduled, Americans will be barely 
at the subsistence level, or below, as they will be earning 75% less and the 
current Covid situation is accomplishing this on its own. Likewise, the GDP is 
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predicted to nosedive a whopping 95%. Both of these statistics could be 
accounted for by an economic collapse due to the virus and the effects of the 
lockdown. However, there is much, much more that the projections tell us. Look 
at the military budget. For all intents and purposes, the military is nonexistent 
and it has been thoroughly wiped out. Is the result of the shutdown of the 
economy and the fact that the military was wiped from the face of the earth 
because a diminished economy kept the military from resupply? Then, look at the 
population numbers. Rarely, if ever, does a country experience an 80% reduction 
in population as the result of war. The worst number that comes to mind in which 
the Soviets lost about 1 in 6 citizens in WW II (approximately 20 million), which 
was horrific. However, the 80% figure was not even approached. This speaks 
clearly to a projection of catastrophic levels of genocide never before seen on the 
planet! 
The coronavirus is a threat, but clearly when we take a long range view, the cure 
is worse than the disease. Americans need to immediately return to work 
regardless of what the government say.  
 https://thecommonsenseshow.com/conspiracy-economics-health/putting-america-
rearview-mirror-when-cure-worse-disease  

 
+3+ BREAKING: NURSE CLAIMS HOSPITALS IN NYC "KILLING" COVID-19 
PATIENTS--USES THE WORD "MURDER"  
Nation News Desk 26 April 2020 

Claims are filtering out of hospitals in New York City 
claiming Doctors /Hospitals are "leaving patients to rot." 
The word "MURDER" is being used to describe what's 
being done! 
According to a nurse practitioner, Doctors are deliberately 
failing to employ Hydroxychloroquine, Azithromycin 

medicines to severely ill COVID-19 patients, are failing to provide Vitamins, A, D 
or C as found successful in other parts of the world in fighting the disease and . . 
. worse. 
According to reports coming out via the Internet, Hospitals are giving patients 
nasal cannula oxygen, and when the patient turns more serious and would 
NORMALLY be given a non-re-breather oxygen mask, instead the patients are 
intubated or "Trach'd" and given high pressure air by artificial means which burst 
parts of the lungs and kill the patient! 
Play: https://youtu.be/BXdmVV8zTJY 

 
Current Event Headlines 
As famines of ‘biblical proportion’ loom: 260 million are facing starvation and that 
is NOT including people who face starvation due to Covid-19: Locust swarms are 
increasing across Africa, Arabia, Southwest Asia and Pakistan  
‘Pandemic drones’ are flying over the US to detect coronavirus symptoms 
Social Distancing and Virus Detecting Drones In CT as Police State Surveillance 
Moves to a Concerning Level 
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United Nations Proposes New "Global Currency" 
September 9, 2009--CBS News (AP)--The United Nations would like the dollar, euro, 
yen, and other national currencies to be succeeded by a new "global currency." 
That recommendation appears in a U.N. report released this week, which 
suggests the dollar's outsize role in international finance has ended -- and says 
that it's time to invent a successor currency that would be managed by a "Global 
Reserve Bank." 
Countries could "agree to exchange their own currencies for the new currency, 
so that the global currency would be backed by a basket of currencies of all the 
members," says the 218-page report from the U.N. Conference on Trade and 
Development. 
Keep in mind that this is a U.N. report written by bureaucrats without any actual 
legal ability to create the global equivalent of the Federal Reserve.  
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/united-nations-proposes-new-global-currency  

 
Trump Lies About Immigration Ban & Iran When Americans Needs Truth 

For National Release | April 23, 2020 
Debate & circulate this press release on 
(FACEBOOK HERE) ... (TWITTER HERE) ... (GAB 
HERE) ... (ALIPAC HERE) 
Yesterday, ALIPAC issued a national press release 
reminding supporters and the media that we estimate 
you can't believe most of what Trump tells the 
American public based on his past deceptions and 
broken campaign promises on immigration 
issues. 
The release warned Americans that while large 
corporate and financial powers who profit from 
illegal and legal immigration have the ear of 

President Trump and incredible power within the White House, US Citizens who 
want immigration curtailed have no way to even reach the President with their 
messages or concerns. 
ALIPAC's predictions have been proven accurate once again as the President 
signs an order that will reduce only about 10% of immigration into America for 
sixty days. 
We now have confirmation that Trump has just told two more major lies during 
this historic national crisis when Americans need rapid accurate information and 
trust in our government, not lies and disinformation, which build confusion and 
distrust. 
Trump boasted on Twitter that, "I will be signing an Executive Order to temporarily 
suspend immigration," and that, "I will be signing my Executive Order prohibiting 
immigration into our Country today," which were relayed to the world by mass media, 
misleading audiences that he is going to stop all immigration into America to give 
unemployed American workers first shot at job openings. 
Now the actual order has been signed, we find this was a deception. According to John 
Binder's article at Breitbart news (A heavily pro-Trump publication)-- 
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Analysis: Less than 10 Percent of Immigration Affected by Trump Order (View Article) 
Roy Beck (of the illegal immigration opposing organization NumbersUSA) is reported to 
their networks that Trump's immigration order exempts "EB-5 visas which allow foreign 
citizens to buy a green card with a business investment in the United States of as little 
as $900,000," which is a program heavily used by Chinese communists to gain 
power and influence in America. 
NumbersUSA also reports, "The Proclamation has no effect on H-1B visas (skilled 
workers), H-2B visas (landscapers, hospitality, other less skilled seasonal 
workers), H-1A visas (ag), or any other of the myriad guest worker categories," 
and exempts food workers and medical workers at a time when many hospitals 
across America are laying off or furloughing nurses and doctors! 
"The Bible tells us to be truthful with each other and not bear false witness," said 
William Gheen of ALIPAC.us. "Americans need rapid accurate information about 
this pandemic and the response of our elected officials yet we find both in short 
supply. America is being made weaker and less secure by this steady stream of 
disinformation coming from President Trump and Pelosi. May God help us all." 
Also before the ink was even dry on Trump's hollow immigration order that 
temporarily stops less than 10% of legal immigration into America during a time 
of historic unemployment and hardship for Americans, Trump told another 
whopper. 
Trump claimed on social media: 
“I have instructed the United States Navy to shoot down and destroy any and all 
Iranian gunboats if they harass our ships at sea." 
Yet this statement is false and Trump did not issue any orders of the kind. 
Courtney Kube and Mohammed Syed of NBC News are reporting: 
"Three U.S. defense officials told NBC News they were caught off guard by the 
tweet because the president had not ordered a change in the policy or rules of 
engagement. " 
At a press briefing a few hours after the president’s announcement, Defense 
Department officials characterized it as more of a warning to Iran than a shift in 
policy. 
But why should the people of Iran or anyone else believe what President Trump 
says or tweets when his actions are consistently so divergent from his threats 
and pledges? 

 
Ted & Austin Radio Show Highlights for April 24 2020--Show Highlights: Who 
control Donald Trump? Trump why are you doing this? Where is your leadership? 
Without Trump this lockdown would not be possible. Why? 
Play from 1:45 to 14:30: http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/042420.mp3 

 
Trump’s INSANE-o-nomics: Govt. pays Americans to sit at home and collect $15 / 
hour while small businesses collapse from lack of labor 
At the time of this writing the lockdowns are ending May 1st, based on current talk 
from the White House. Yet the “bailout money” paychecks will keep being paid to people 
for three additional months (at least), and probably extending through the election. So 
as the employers and small businesses are trying to reopen in May, which 
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workers will have any incentive to go back to work when they get paid as much 
as $965 / week in some states to sit home and NOT work? I can understand the 
temporary payments during mandatory lockdowns, but to keep paying people to 
NOT work when the economy is open again and jobs need to get done is totally 
insane. That’s the issue here. And no, I never called for any bailouts at all. I’ve 
also called for ending the lockdowns in a sensible way to get America back to 
work. 
We’re not sure how President Trump thinks there’s going to be anything 
resembling an economic “recovery” when tens of millions of American workers 
are being paid $15 / hour by the government to sit at home and do nothing. For 
millions of Americans, this create zero incentive to get a job, since most of the 
lower-level jobs pay less than $15 / hour. 
By paying American workers to stay home and do nothing, President Trump is 
strangling small business to death. No workers means no business, and that will very 
quickly lead to widespread bankruptcies. In fact, it has already begun. 
We are looking at the deliberate extermination of small businesses across 
America. 
No economy can function when the labor force is paid to do nothing. 

 
From: Kimberly 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 6:33 AM 
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com 
Subject: I am a registered nurse working directly with covid19 patients. You're 
right on the mark with the information you are putting out. I'm lucky to be working 
for a hospital that cares about the staff and is doing everything possible to protect us. 
In Christ, Kimberly…, NC  

 
From: Griffin 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 7:47 PM 
To: Scott Johnson 
Subject: Protective Masks Made with Silver 
I have good news...there are actually silver masks that have been made as well as 
pillows. Naturopath and Radio host Robert Scott Bell is endorsing the company 
Silverite. https://silveriteglobal.com/product-category/masks/  
He also has a discount code for 20% off: RSB20. 
I hope this helps…Griffin 

 
Recommend Protocol For The Viruses 
Disclaimer: It is your constitutional right to educate yourself in the arena of health and 
medical knowledge, to seek helpful information and make use of it for the benefit of you 
and your family. You are the one responsible for your own health. In order to make 
decisions in all health matters, you must educate yourself. The views and nutritional 
advice expressed by Dr. Scott Johnson are not intended to be a substitute for 
conventional medicine. If you have a severe medical condition, see a competent 
physician. I do not claim to "cure" disease, my goal is to help you to make physical and 
nutritional changes in your own body so that your body can heal itself. 

https://silveriteglobal.com/product-category/masks/


Recommended Products Dr. Johnson Carries:  
++ Note: Due to being flooded with orders and major supplier issues, my inventory is 
changing by the day; so if the product is highlighted in green below, I do have that 
supplement in stock or coming in. The ones that are not highlighted I still carry, but I am 
not sure when I will get them. I will be updating this section often. ‘Innate Response’ 
brand is becoming harder and harder to get.  
++ Note: Selenium, Vitamin C, Zinc, Calcium, Vitamin D-3 and Iodine can easily become 
depleted from aggressive viruses 
Recommended Products Dr. Johnson Carries:  
++ Please note you cannot order off the links below, they are there for purely informational 
purposes. For more information or how to order see further below.  
My choices of selenium: 
Innate Response Selenium 90 Tablet 28.00 
Genestra Selenium CWS 0.5 fl oz (15 ml) 14.00 
Trace Minerals Liquid Ionic Selenium 2 oz. 15.00 
New Se-Zyme Forte (100 T) 16.00 
My choices of Vitamin C: 
++ I recommend that every adult take at least 6 to 12 grams of vitamin C per day (but you can 
go double that is you feel you are infected) for optimum dosing. Space out your dosages every 
2-4 hours ideally.  
Innate Response Vitamin C-400 180ct 73.00  
Innate Response C-Complete Powder 81gm 31.00 
Bio-C Plus 1000™ (100 T) 27.00 
New MegaFood C Defense Gummies 90 count 27.00 
Pharmax Vitamin C Powder (Magnesium Ascorbate) 8.8 oz (250 grams) 31.00 
New Mixed Ascorbate Powder™ (300 g) 40.00 
New Douglas Labs Ester C Plus 100 capsules 28.00 
My choices of Zinc:  
Zn-Zyme Forte(100 T) 15.00  
Davinci Labs ZINC LOZENGE 60(ct) Lemon Flavored 9.00 
My choices of Calcium/Magnesium products: 
Davinci Labs CAL MAG 180 tablets 23.00 
Davinci Labs CAL-MAG CITRATE POWDER 30 Servings (164 gr) 4.9 oz 19.00 
New C/Cal/Mag Powder™ (220 gr) 23.00 
New Ca/Mg-Zyme™ (Ca & Mg) (360 T) 32.00 
New Douglas Labs Cal/Mag Citrate 250 capsules 29.00 
Children's lines I carry that help the immune system: 
MegaFood Kids Multivitamin Soft Chew 30 count 25.00 
Pharmax Chewable Vitamin D-3 90 tabs 13.00 
MegaFood D3 Wellness 1000 IU Gummy 90 count 27.00 
MegaFood Elderberry Immune Support Gummy 90 ct 29.00 
For a excellent tasting dedicated whole food vitamin C powder for children (and adults) I 
recommend:  
Innate Response C Complete Powder - 81 gm 31.00 
These are the Vitamin D-3 products Dr. Johnson carries: 
Innate Response Vitamin D 5,000 60 count 34.00 
Innate Response Vitamin D-3 (2000 IU)- 90 count 45.00 
Pharmax Chewable Vitamin D-3 90 tabs 13.00 
MegaFood D3 Wellness 1000 IU Gummy 90 count 27.00 
New Davinci Labs A.D.K 60 capsules 31.00  
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New Bio-DK Caps 60ct™ 32.00 
Iodine Products Dr. Johnson carries: 
Iodoral High potency Iodine/Potassium Iodide Supplement (12.5mg iodine/iodide)- 180 tablets 
57.00 
Iodoral High Potency Iodine/Potassium Iodide Supplement (12.5mg)- 90 tablets 31.00 
Iodoral IOD (50mg iodine/iodide)- 30 tablets 37.00 
New Iodizyme-HP™ (120 T) 34.00 
--------------------------------------------- 
++ These products are very complicated to sell via an website online as they are 
professional products that should only be sold via health care providers.  Now at the 
same time I make these easy to purchase, though. Sorry only US orders.  
To Order Email: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com 
God bless!--Dr. J.  
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Corona Virus or SARS:  (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome):  
Invive Mild Silver Protein 5000ppm (or preferably 10,000 ppm if you can afford it)  - 15 cc 
(= "measuring" TABLEspoon), every 4 hours till asymptomatic. 
++Invive 5000ppm Mild Silver Protein ++ When combating an advancing presentation of Corona 
Virus or SARS within the subject individual, it is “MANDATORY” to maintain a “STEADY 
STATE” of Silver in your bloodstream every 4 hours = 6 times per day for adults of 120 lbs and 
up, (but reduced for children via percentage of their bodyweight in relation to 120 lbs.).   
++ For More Information or to purchase the Invive Silver go to: http://www.dr-johnson.com/  
Proactive Measures In the Event of a Pandemic 
5000 Mild Silver Protein (M.S.P.) Suggested Therapeutic Dosing Guidelines 
1tsp.-1tbsp. for every 30 lbs. of bodyweight per day; if you have been exposed or if you have a 
virulent virus/Pandemic. The 1 tbsp. dosage would be used for life threatening situations.  This 
dosage should be equally broken up and taken in 3 hour intervals. Stay at home and avoid 
contact with the populace till the outbreak passes. If taking the M.S.P. drink at least 8, eight 
ounce glasses of purified water per day. M.S.P. can be used topically over an infectious site. 
Because the 5000 PPM M.S.P. is only available in 4 ounce bottles it would be wise to keep at 
least a few bottles for each adult family member and 1-2 for each child in your household. View 
this like an insurance policy that hopefully you will never have to use.  Even if you don’t use this 
product in the event of a pandemic, it can be diluted and taken on an everyday basis to keep the 
immune system strong. 
++ Because Invive Silver is so stable it has a 25 year minimum shelf life.  There is no colloidal 
silver in any form that can even come close to their shelf life or potency; nor has there been one 
case of Argyria (turning gray) reported from taking Invive Silver.  
++ For More Information or to purchase the Invive Silver go to: http://www.dr-johnson.com/  

 
                                             
Updated Online PowerPoint Audio’s of the above teaching by Scott Johnson: 
Avian Flu/Pandemics: What to Expect & How to Prepare (1-16) 
Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and history 
Avian Flu, Population Control, H5N1, Biological Warfare: 1-5 
Dr. Johnson’s Preparedness, Survival, Pandemic Teachings  
View all of Dr. Johnson's Online Video Presentations in 'Playlist' Succession 
Dr. Johnson YouTube Website: http://www.youtube.com/av161177777  
Further Proactive Measures                                                                                                                                                              
Invest in a "personal nebulizer" as the M.S.P. can be put into this devise and 

atomized into the lungs and nasal passages.  Use 100ppm Invive Mild Silver Protein strength for 
nebulizer use.                                                                                                
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Gas Mask Recommendations: Invest in gas masks for each member of your household.  But 
remember the gas mask is only as good as the seal to your skin, so don’t put all you eggs in this 
basket.  SGE 150 Protective Mask at: 1-877-AGM-1010 
www.approvedgasmasks.com/sge150.htm    

 

http://www.approvedgasmasks.com/sge150.htm

